rialistic suits, except Sunday, during the college year by professors of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of technology.

President, second-class master, Sept. 15, 1873, at the potatoes at Boston, Mass., un-
der the authority of Congress of May 3, 1879.
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Spring has come at last, and next Monday the Field will be open to these men. All this week the grounds have been open for the reservation of locks.

The Field was a gift from the Alumni, and though it has been open for the first part of last term, several of us have not taken advantage of this magnificent offer.

The track has necessarily been put out of commission by the attack of winter, but several men have worked on it and it is beginning to regain its former appearance. The Field is supposed to present one of the finest tracks in New England.

A word as to the way fellows should get in at the Field next Tuesday, and should have a good time.

The Rifle Club plans an outdoor season.

Vacancies Filled at Meeting of Club—Haslam is New Secretary.

At a meeting of the Rifle Club yesterday noon the members present accepted the resignation of W. G. Haslam, the secretary of the club. G. G. Haslam was elected to fill this place. J. E. Williams was chosen as a member of the executive board, to take the place of Mr. Schatz, who has left the Institute.

The president spoke of the various competitions conducted by the X. R. A., in which the members of the club can compete. Arrangements were made to obtain targets for the use of the club from the United States Service Department.

To the Editor of THE TECH:

"What do you think about having another "Hook Night," fellows?"

"Never heard of it, did you? Well, it is just like this: "All the natural and supernatural, preternatural and back-

natural entertainers at the Institute put on a stunt, musical or otherwise, for the rest of the crowd. When the performance becomes painful the audience advise The Hook as a cure, and the next "Hook" comes on. Thus we have the etymology of the name."

Now it is many times as painful for us to write this as it is for you to read it. However, it is a most cordial invitation for all to volunteer their services. All experience is desired in any branch of athletics, and no man may be turned away who desires for and equal attention to paid to all.

Track athletes are our major sports at the Institute. We have always come out well in competition with other colleges, and the success of our relay teams is well known. The reputation of several men in school at present who have never been out to the field leads us to believe that with their assistance Technology ought to have no difficulty in retaining, if not bettering this reputation. So fellows, come on down and give the exercise that you don't happen to reap all the glory, you will feel even much better if you start in at the Field next Monday.

Besides, remember it is up to us to show the Alumni that their gift to us is to be ever on exhibition.

The Rifle Club outlined fine plans Tuesday, and should have a good team with the new opportunities for outdoor practice.

The Christian Association has a popular speaker this week, the first man who has agreed to come back a second time, C. T. A. hopes that he will carry away a good impression of the Institute, and its interest in "Wealth and Waste."